
 
 
 
 
 

 
Red Pine Software is Looking For Talented Part-Time Software Engineers 

 
Successful candidates will have on job training and chance to gain experience on embedded 
software development for automotive industry within a team of experienced engineers. Please 
find the details below: 
 
Who are we? 
Red Pine is a growing software company with international business partnerships. The company 
focuses on two main areas in automotive industry: Advanced Driving Assistance Systems 
(ADAS) and In Vehicle Infotainment (IvI). With having an experienced core team of software 
engineers and collaboration of international teams, we are delivering high quality software for 
automotive industry. 
 
Red Pine has two offices located in Izmir/Turkey: Alsancak R&D Center and Ege University 
EBILTEM 
 
The Job Description 
The engineers will be developing, maintaining and integrating embedded software for 
automotive platforms and products. ADAS platforms (TI, Qualcomm, NVIDIA, Intel, etc), 
automotive interfaces (LIN, CAN, FlexRay, etc) and several types of sensors will be used 
throughout the development.  

 
Qualifications 

• The candidates should have good educational background in computer 
science, electronics engineering or mathematics (preferably 4th grade students) 
and have strong interest in embedded software. 

• Proficiency in C/C++ and good understanding of multitasking systems is a must. 
Knowledge in embedded software development and understanding of RTOS and 
related development environments is expected.   

• Successful candidates are expected to have fluent English, both written and spoken to 
work with international teams and customers.  

   
You Should Expect... 
Red Pine is looking forward to grow it’s team with young talents. After completing part time period 
successfully, you may have chance to start your career within Red Pine.  
 
We offer; End to end ownership, Work on cutting edge Technologies, Competitive salaries and 
attractive perks, Work/Life balance, International exposure, Mentorship, Projects for well-known 
companies 
 
You will work with high achievers and top-notch engineers in a very open environment on 
challenging technical problems. 

 
 

If you are interested in the job opportunities within Red Pine Software, please apply:  
 

hr@redpine.com.tr 
www.redpine.com.tr 

mailto:hr@redpine.com.tr
http://www.redpine.com.tr/

